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 Japan - APPI Amendments

 Brazil – LGPD

 India – Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019

 California – CPRA

 Others….



JAPAN

Amendments to the 
Act on the Protection 
of Personal Information 
(APPI) 



APPI
• Came into force 2005, and prior to this year, was last amended in May 2017.

• Similar to GDPR, applies to overseas organizations who have acquired PI of data subjects in 
Japan in connection with the offering of their goods or services.

• Some ways the APPI differs from the GDPR include:
• provides only right to erasure, but no other individual rights; 
• refers to personal information controller (PIC) (person providing PI database for use in business)
• does not provide children with special protection
• applies to anonymously processed information, but does not recognize pseudonymized information. 

• Courts can issue monetary fines and imprisonment for APPI violation; however, fine structure 
is much lower than possible fines under the GDPR (ranging from $1 - $10,000). 

• Personal Information Protection Commission (PPC) does not have the power to issue 
monetary fines. 



 Most recent APPI Amendments enacted June 2020, and effective within two years (Spring 2022).

 The PPC will likely issue guidance documents regarding the amendments before the effective date.

Change Impact
Enhanced Data Subject Rights – added deletion, stop processing, 
stop transfers, access to records of transfers rights

Privacy notices will need to be updated.  

Must have data subject’s consent for transfer even if recipient cannot 
identify specific individual.

EU-like cookie consent banners will need to be 
put in place. 

PIC must inform data subjects of the details of the transfer to a third 
party in a foreign country.

Privacy notice will need to be updated.

Data breach notifications are mandatory where breach would result 
in violation to individual’s rights. 

Incident response plan will need to be 
updated. 

PPC will have authority to order foreign business to take necessary 
measures, and can publish when business fails to do so.

Impact on brand if not in compliance. 



BRAZIL

General Law on  the 
Protection of Personal 
Data (LGPD), Law No. 
13,709/2018
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Grounds for data processing

Data subject rights

National Authority

Duties and accountability

Privacy by Design



Law 13,709 
published on 

August 15, 
2018

In force since 
2018: provisions 
related to ANPD 

Other provisions: In force 
– presidential sanction to 

MPV 959/2020      
(September 18, 2020)

Law 14,010/2020:
administrative 

penalties will come 
into force on  

August 1, 2021 

Decree 
10,474/2020: 

ANPD 
Structure
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* Presentation by José Antônio Ziebarth – ICC / São Paulo in May 2019



 LGPD applies to:
 Data processing activities in Brazil
 Processing of data collected in Brazil or concerning individuals located in

Brazil
 Data processing activities with the purpose to offer goods/services to

individuals in Brazil

 Not only to digital media, but also paper documents

 LGPD does not apply to:
 Private and non-economical purposes
 Journalistic, artistic or academics purposes
 National security purposes; or investigation activities and

prosecution of criminal offences
 Data from outside the national territory and which is not subject

of communication, shared used with Brazilian agents or subject of international
transfer with a country other than the country of origin, provided that the
country of origin provides an appropriate data protection level



LGPD GDPR
 Purpose

 Adequacy

 Necessity

 Public Access

 Data quality

 Transparency

 Security

 Precaution

 Non-discrimination

 Accountability

 Lawfulness, fairness and transparency

 Purpose limitation

 Data minimization

 Accuracy

 Storage limitation

 Integrity and confidentiality

 Accountability



• Compliance with legal or regulatory 
obligation by controller

• Enforcement of public policies by 
public administration

• Studies by research organizations
• Performance of contracts or steps 

prior to contract
• Regular exercise of rights in judicial, 

administrative or arbitration 
proceeding

• Credit protection
• Life protection or personal safety of 

data subject or third party
• Health protection in proceedings 

performed by health professionals or 
providers or health authorities

• Legitimate interests of data controller 
or third party (except where such 
interests are overridden by the 
fundamental rights and freedoms of 
the data subject which require 
protection of personal data)

Data subject’s consent for the processing of personal data for one or more 
specific purpose(s)

LGPD requirements for data processing:

or



 What does the GDPR say?
 upon the data subject’s consent;

 for the performance of contracts or steps prior to a contract to which
the data subject is a party, upon their request;

 compliance with legal obligation by controller;

 for the protection of vital interests of the data subject or a third party;

 for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in
the exercise of official authority vested in the controller; or

 for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller
or by a third party
 except where such interests are overridden by the interests or fundamental rights

and freedoms of the data subject which require protection of personal data, in
particular where the data subject is a child.

14



 International data transfers shall only take place under the following
circumstances:
 to countries / international organizations with a level of data protection

adequate to LGPD
 appropriate safeguards, such as specific/standard contractual clauses,

global corporate rules, stamps, certificates and codes of conduct
 international cooperation among public bodies
 protection of life or for the personal safety
 if authorized by ANPD
 commitment set out in an international cooperation agreement
 enforcement of public policies or performance of public services
 data subject’s specific consent with emphasis to the transfer
 compliance with legal or regulatory obligation
 performance of contracts or steps prior to a contract
 regular exercise of rights

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KMM: In talk mention that LS&Co. Currently uses an Intracompany Transfer Agreement to transfer personal information from Europe to other locations as needed for internal use in compliance with the GDPR.  We would likely leverage, and amend if required, this Agreement to allow for transfer of personal data from Brazil to LS&Co. In the USA and elsewhere.  



Information shall be provided in a clear, appropriate and ostensible
manner (Art. 9)

 specific purpose

 form and duration

 identification of the controller

 contact information

 information regarding the shared use

 responsibilities of the agents

 rights of the data subject



Source: https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/06/12/opinion/facebook-google-privacy-policies.html?action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage

“For comparison, here are the scores for some classic texts.
Only Immanuel Kant’s famously difficult “Critique of Pure
Reason” registers a more challenging readability score than
Facebook’s privacy policy. (To calculate their reading time, I
measured the first chapter of each text.)”

“Things weren’t always this bad. Google’s privacy policy evolved over two decades —
along with its increasingly complicated data collection practices — from a two-minute
read in 1999 to a peak of 30 minutes by 2018.”

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/06/12/opinion/facebook-google-privacy-policies.html?action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage


 Security, technical and administrative measures to protect personal data
 ANPD may establish minimum standards

 Privacy by design

 Data breach: report, within a reasonable timeframe, to ANPD and to the
data subjects
 GDPR stipulates a maximum of 72 hours

 Data controllers and processors may create best practices and
governance rules

 Data controller may implement privacy compliance program: ANPD may
question the effectiveness of the program



 Data controller and processor are liable for damages caused in 
case of breach of the law
 Joint liability of data processor in case of breach of law or of data 

controller’s instructions

 Joint liability of data controllers directly involved in processing that 
caused damages

 Burden of proof may be inverted by courts – in favor of the data 
subject

 Excluded liability: no data processing activity; no breach of the 
law; damages caused exclusively by data subject or third party



 Penalties:

 Warning

 Fine of 2% of the group’s turnover in Brazil

 Daily fine

 Public disclosure of the infraction 

 Blocking of personal data related to the breach

 Elimination of the personal data related to the breach

 Partial suspension of the use of the database

 Suspension of the activity of data processing

 Partial or total prohibition of activities related to data processing

Limited
to R$ 50 million 
per violation



 Cyrela: major construction company sentenced for
sharing personal data of its clients with third parties
(business partners) without legal basis and in breach with
the principles set forth in LGPD

 BRL 10,000 fine

 Prohibition of sharing clients' personal data

 An advertiser at Mercado Livre, a major marketplace
platform, was prohibited to commercialize databases
with personal data of thousands of Brazilians

 Filed by a Public Prosecutor

 Mercado Livre must suspend the advertisement



 Controllers shall appoint a DPO (encarregado pelo tratamento de dados pessoais): individual or a 
legal entity, and identity and contact information shall be disclosed publicly

 Duties: 

(a) communicating with data subjects; 

(b) communicating with ANPD; 

(c) instructing employees and contractors on data protection practices; and 

(d) other duties established by the controller or by regulations.

 ANPD may provide for cases of exemption of appointment of such DPO, additional duties, among 
other related regulations

 The DPO is not personally liable:  the law set forth liabilities and penalties only to controllers and 
processors

 In view of the above, many companies decided that an internal DPO would be sufficient. 

• Privacy Team = people from relevant areas (IT, HR, compliance and legal departments)

• “Data Champions” = link between the Privacy Team and area



 What does the GDPR say?

 The data protection officer is the person indicated by the controller and the
processor when

• the processing is carried out by a public authority or body, except for
courts acting in their judicial capacity

• the core activities of the controller or the processor consist of processing
operations which, by virtue of their nature, their scope and/or their
purposes, require regular and systematic monitoring of data subjects on
a large scale

• the core activities of the controller or the processor consist of processing
on a large scale of special categories of data and personal data
relating to criminal convictions and offences



 Multidisciplinary teams

 Conflicts of agenda

 Lack of knowledge of the respondents  

 Whom to be appointed as DPO

 Unstructured data

 Legacy systems 

 Search for simplistic solutions (“One size fits all”)



 Total and immediate focus on:
 Cybersecurity 

 Appointment of DPO

 Channel for Data Subject Requests

 Review / update privacy and cookies 
policies

 Review / update contracts

 Training



INDIA

Personal Data Protection Bill, 
2019 (PDP)



EU - GDPR INDIA - PDP

Personal Data Defined as any information relating to an identified or 
identifiable natural person.

Defined as any data  about or relating to a natural person who is 
directly or indirectly identifiable, having regard to any characteristic, 
trait, attribute or any other feature of the identity of such natural 
person, whether online or offline, or any combination of such features 
with any other information, and shall include any inference drawn 
from such data for the purpose of profiling. 

Special Categories/ 
Sensitive Data

Ten specific legal basis for processing sensitive personal 
data. Defined as data revealing racial/ethic origin, political 
opinions, religious belief, trade union membership, genetic 
data, biometric data, health, sex life or sexual orientation.

No special legal basis for processing sensitive personal data. 
Similar definition but also includes financial data, and official case or 
tribe.  Gov’t can add to the list. 

Territorial Scope Applies to organizations with establishment in EU that 
processes personal data, and to organizations outside EU 
that offer goods/services or profile individual in EU. 

Applies to personal data collected, shared, disclosed or processed in 
India; all Indian companies, citizens of entities incorporated under 
Indian law; and organizations outside of India that offer 
goods/services or profile individuals in India.

Subject Matter Scope Applies to all personal data, but not anonymous data. Same.  However does not apply to law enforcement or national 
security agencies processing or processing by any organization in 
relation to detecting criminal activity. 

Consent Consent must be freely given, unambiguous, specific and 
individual must be able to withdraw at any time. 

Similar.  Consent must be informed, specific, free (based on Indian 
contact law), obtained by an affirmative act, capable of being 
withdrawn. 

Record of Processing 
/Registration/ Audit

Controllers and processors required to keep data map 
except in limited circumstances. 

“Significant” data fiduciaries (controllers) must keep data map, but 
only for important operations, are required to register with Data 
Protection Authorities (DPA), and submit to annual audit by DPA 
appointed auditor. 

Children Controllers must obtain consent from guardian for under 16 
children, or at an age set between 13 and 16 by member 
state law.

Child is defined as under 18.  Data fiduciaries are required to verify 
child’s age and obtain consent of parent/guardian before 
processing child’s personal data.  Child focused online services 
cannot profile, track or target ads. 



EU - GDPR INDIA - PDP

Notice - Transparency Clear, concise statement of personal data collected  
provided before or at time of collection.

Same, and requires translation to other language when 
necessary, detailed instruction on handling requests and 
grievances, and detailed disclosures of data processors.

Legal Basis for Processing Consent, legal obligation, legitimate interest, vital interest, 
public interest, performance of a contract.

Same, except no legal basis for performance of a contract.  Also 
includes employment purposes.

Contracts with Processors Controllers must have Art. 28 compliant data processing 
agreement in place with processors.

Must have contract providing processor processes personal data 
subject to data fiduciaries instructions, keeps data confidential 
and must seek approval to retain sub-processors.

Individual Rights Access, portabilitiy, rectification, deletion, to not be subject 
to automated processing (profiling).

Same, but no right not to be subject to automated profiling. 

Security & Breach Notification Appropriate technical and organizational security measures 
required.  Controllers have 72 hours to report breach to 
authorities that result in harm to individuals, and notify 
individual without  undue delay if high risk to individual.

Same security required.  Data fiduciaries must notify DPA of 
breach as soon as possible if it will likely cause harm, but no 72 
hour requirement. 

Localization Localization is not required. “Critical personal data” must be processed in India unless gov’t 
approves transfer. Sensitive data must be stored in India, but can 
be transferred out of India so long as compliant with transfer 
requirements. 

Penalties No criminal penalties. Fines for 2% annual global revenue or 
10 mm euros (whichever greater), or 4%/ 20 mm euros 
(whichever is greater).  DPAs can issue injunctive relief. 
Individuals can bring claims in court, and representative 
class action suits can be filed. 

Imposes criminal liability for intentionally re-identifying personal 
data of up to 3 years imprisonment, a $3k fine or both;  fines up to 
$2M USD or 4% annual global revenue; DPAs issues injunctive 
penalties, restrict processing and individuals can bring suits similar 
to GDPR. 



• Sept 2019  - Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology established 
Committee to study non-personal data (NPD).

• July 2020 – Committee released report with recommendations for 
regulatory framework. 

• NPD = data collected or generated by government agencies, anonymized data, and data 
related to privately owned assets of a person or entity.

• Seeks to have separate regulatory authority, and impose rules relating to
data sharing, data ownership, data storage, consent to anonymize, and
would apply broadly similar to PDP.



• Dec. 11, 2019 – revised PDP released.
• Jan. 24, 2020 – Joint Parliamentary Committee announced comments 

to the PDP Bill would be accepted.
• Sept. 23, 2020 – extension of time granted in relation to Report of Joint 

Committee on the PDP Bill to 2nd week of Winter session 
• After Joint Committee issues a revised PDP Bill both houses of Parliament 

have to pass it and it must be posted in the official gazette to become 
law.

• Grace period for compliance seems likely – so best guess is 2022/23.



CALIFORNIA
Privacy Rights 
Act of 2020 
(CPRA)



• If passed, CPRA will:
• extend employee and B2B exemptions until Jan. 2023;
• set in motion establishment of California Privacy Protection Agency 

(CPPA), and rulemaking/guidance process covering 20 wide ranging 
topics; 

• but businesses will have until Jan. 2023 to come into compliance.



Here Comes the CPRA …..
• Sensitive Personal Information (SPI)

- Definition similar to GDPR, Art. 9 special categories, and includes data points that 
triggers CA breach notification requirements.

- Consumers can limit use of SPI, via  a separate website link “Limit the Use of My 
Sensitive Personal Information”

• 30 Day Cure Period - Reserved to prevent individual or class-wide statutory damages 
as part of a private right of action for security breach violations.

• Children’s PI – each violation subject to fine of $7,500.  

• Cross-Context Behavioral Advertising - seems to take a restrictive stance treating 
CCBA as sales.  

• Rectification right.  

• Publicly Available Information definition.

• Retention Periods - storage limitation.

• High Risk Processors – required to perform regular risk assessments/cyber audits.



• Brazil’s LGPD is the law NOW, and penalties will come into force August 2021. 
• Risk consideration: If not in compliance with the LGPD, companies should take immediate steps to 

come in line with the new law; although not as high as GDPR, fines are steep, and will be imposed. 

• Japan’s APPI Amendments will likely come into force in Spring 2022.
• Risk consideration: Fines remain low in comparison to GDPR, even under the Amendments. 

• India’s PDP will likely go thru another round of amendments in 2021, then be finalized and 
come into force in 2022/23. 

• Risk consideration: Although not as high as GDPR, fines could be steep, and if data localization 
requirement remains compliance will be a heavy lift for many organizations.

• California’s CPRA will likely pass based on recent polling, and businesses will need to be in 
compliance by January 1, 2023. 

• Risk consideration: More privacy compliance requirements, establishment of Privacy Board, and 
elimination of 30 day cure period will increase the likelihood of fines being imposed. 
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